Abstract-The authors propose two 1 × N all optical switches by taking the advantage of the accelerating behaviour of a spatial soliton in a Mach-Zehnder waveguide and the soliton's oscillating behaviour while propagating inside the nonlinear waveguide. The proposed switches consist of asymmetric and symmetric MachZehnder waveguides followed by a homogenous Kerr medium, which is terminated by N parallel trapezoidal waveguides. In these switches, the signal is dropped from one of the desired output channels by changing the input pulse of wavelength or power. The numerical results confirm the switching application and show that the proposed 1 × N switches can be used for wide ranges of wavelength and power, which are suitable for optical communication networks and optical data processing systems.
INTRODUCTION
Researchers are encouraged to design all optical devices in telecommunication industries due to their advantages such as ultra-high spectral bandwidth, great flexibility, and low attenuation. The development of all optical devices is too fast, as a result, variety of all optical devices such as switches [1] [2] [3] [4] , wavelength converters [5, 6] , routers [7] , modulator [8] , gates [9] , demultiplexers [10] , and filters [11, 12] have been designed and produced recently. All-optical ultrafast photonic switches based on the nonlinear Kerr effect in an optical waveguide draw particular attention toward high-bit-rate optical communication systems and ultrafast information processing [13] . Optical switches can change the signal path toward our desired output. In some waveguide based switches, by linear or nonlinear changing of the refractive indices in a homogenous Kerr medium of the waveguide and choosing a suitable wavelength and power of the input signal, the desired switch output channel is simply selected [14, 15] . Recently, soliton's oscillating behavior in nonlinear waveguides with different transverse index profiles has been studied [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this paper, we propose a 1 × N (input × output) optical which includes three segments that in the first one both symmetric and asymmetric Mach-Zehnder waveguides are used. Mach-Zehnder is one of the most available optical interferometers, which we use on the first segment of proposed switches to make the phases difference at the output. And it also takes the advantage of the soliton's oscillating behavior while propagating inside the nonlinear waveguide in the second section and finally the last segment uses some output channels. This simple structure has many applications for signal switching to the desired output channel according to their wavelength and power. It also helps engineers to design all-optical broadband systems based on code division multiple access (CDMA) with many applications on third generation of cellular telecommunication network.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the physical models for two types of 1 × 5 Mach-Zehnder switches are proposed. Mathematical analysis is briefly presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows the simulation results using difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
PHYSICAL MODEL
The schematic of our design, both asymmetric and symmetric MachZehnder interferometer arms switch are displayed in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. In this figure the red and yellow marked are belong to nonlinear, and linear switch section, respectively. These structures comprise of three segments with various transverse refractive index profiles. The compound structures are followed by a homogeneous Kerr medium, which in turn is terminated by a trapezoidal waveguides. Each segment depending on its power and wavelength has a specified duty to control and guide its input signal toward next segment. Increasing the nonlinear refractive index in each segment caused by Kerr effect will increase the light intensities and leads to appear some nonlinear phenomena such as self-phase modulation (SPM). SPM leads to spectral broadening of the input pulse and simultaneously an important linear effect, which is called group velocity dispersion (GVD), results in temporal broadening. To prevent both SPM and GVD effects, soliton wave as the input signal is used. These waves propagate within a nonlinear medium without spectral and temporal broadening. This remarkable feature is due to the balancing of the wave's natural tendency to disperse with the opposing nonlinearity of the system. Solitons are special solutions of the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation that describe the paraxial propagation of an optical field in a Kerr medium [19] [20] [21] . All the segments have solitonic behaviors that cause the output signal to be unchanged. The main reason for using nonlinear-nonlinear asymmetric and linear-nonlinear symmetric Mach-Zehnder arms as the input segment, is to create a phase difference between the received signals of the right and left arms and finally creating either constructive or destructive resultant signal at the next segment. The arms difference in both asymmetric and symmetric Mach-Zehnder is the source of the phase delay. The scheme employs angular deflection of spatial solitons controlled by phase modulation created in the Mach-Zehnder, which acts as a phase shifter. However, practical implementation of the structure shown in Figure 1 (b) is simpler because of symmetric arms. The aim of using nonlinear Kerr medium as the second segment of the switch is to reduce the speed of propagating signal (speed of light), enhance the nonlinear effects, and create the signal swing mode which is completely discussed in [22] . All these approaches help signal guide toward one of the desired output channels in the last segment based on its power and wavelength. In both Figures 1(a) and 1(b) the output channels consist of five trapezoidal waveguides which are also extendable to N waveguides that is discussed in the following. However there are some other forms of waveguide, but trapezoidal one has advantage to prevent the disordered changing of the output channel [23] . Moreover, these proposed switches have been designed according to international telecommunication union (ITU) standard. It means that the wavelength range of the first output channel is designed for C and L bands while the second output channel is designed for Uband.
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
According to Section 2, the input pulse has the soliton shape as follows:
where P 0 , T 0 and T are the peak power, duration of the input pulse, and time parameter, respectively. Input pulse is launched into the first segment of switch. For simplicity and due to the non-periodic structure of the proposed 1 × N switch, the TM and TE mode analyses are the same. So we consider the case of TE waves propagating along the structure as:
where k 0 is the wave number in free space, β the effective refractive index, ω the angular frequency, and E the electrical field of propagation signal. Also, the field has been assumed to be homogeneous in the y direction. Taking into account the slowly varying envelope approximation, E(x, z) is obtained as follows [22, 23] :
For Kerr-type nonlinear medium, the total refractive index n i can be written as [24] :
In which n i0 and n i1 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indices of the nonlinear medium, and I is the signal intensity.
The phase difference between two Mach-Zehnder arms is given by [25] :
where L 1 is the length of Mach-Zehnder optical path (according to Figure 1 ) and ∆I the intensity difference between two received signals of both arms. ∆φ is an important parameter to define the output intensity in each position at the output of the first segment. For example ∆φ equals to 0 and 180 • , results in constructive and destructive fields, respectively. The constructive field effect just happens in a special position which determines the signal path at the next segment.
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the switches performance and applications are numerically investigated. For simulation of the signal propagation along proposed switches finite difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) [26, 27] is used. There are several reasons for selecting the FD-BPM; one of the most significant reasons includes that it is conceptually straightforward, which allows rapid implementation of the basic technique. This conceptual simplicity also benefits the user of the FD-BPM based modeling tool as well as the implementer, since an understanding of the results and proper usage of the tool can be readily grasped by a non-expert in numerical methods. In spite of the relative Table 1 . The device parameters for both structures shown in Figure 1 . Table 2 . The output channel number versus the wavelength range of the input signal for P 0 equals to 18 W for both proposed switches as illustrated in Figure 1 . simplicity, FD-BPM is generally an efficient method, which makes the characteristic of computational complexity optimal in most cases, i.e., the computational effort is directly proportional to the number of grid points used in the numerical simulation. Another characteristic of FD-BPM method is that the approach is readily applied to complex geometries without any necessity to develop specialized versions of it. Furthermore, the approach automatically includes the effects of both guided and radiating fields as well as mode coupling and conversion. Finally, the -FBPM technique is very flexible and extensible, allowing inclusion of most effects of interest (e.g., polarization, nonlinearities) by extensions of the basic method that fit within the same overall framework. The device parameters and values related to both proposed switches are given in Table 1 In the first simulation related to structure shown in Figure 1(a) , the peak power of the input pulse was kept as a constant value of 18 W, and only its wavelength is changed from 1.5 µm to 2.05 µm.
Here the proposed switches rely on the wavelength variations, which causes phases difference in the first output segment of the switches and the signal to appear in different spatial locations of Mach-Zehnder output. This difference along with second segment swing properties causes the signal to extract in different channels due to input power and wavelength. The evolutions of such a input pulse with constant power propagating along 1 × 5 all-optical switch are demonstrated in Figure 2 . Figure 2 and Table 2 reveal that when input signal wavelength is between 1.5 µm to 1.645 µm, the coupled signal passes from channel #1. For another case with wavelength between 1.645 µm to 1.73 µm, it passes from channel #2. The other results of the switch function related to wavelength ranges according to Table 2 
present in Figures 2(c), 2(d), and 2(e).
One of the most important characteristic of the designed switch is that by increasing the wavelength of the input signal, it sequentially switches to the output channel as desired which is demonstrated in Figure 2 and Table 2 . Moreover, the simulations were repeated for the second structure shown in Figure 1 (b) with the same peak power as mentioned above, and the results are given in Table 2 in which they also confirm that increasing the input signal wavelength shifts it toward the output channel sequentially, which means that by using symmetric Mach-Zhender, beside easier and cheaper fabrication process, similar results to the asymmetric one are obtained. Our simulations are followed for the case where the input signal wavelength is assumed to be constant with 1.55 µm, and its only peak power changes from 10 to 40 W. Here as before, the simulations are repeated for both structures of Figure 1 , and the results of simulation for both Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are given in Table 3 . Moreover, the input pulse propagation along switch shown in Figure 1 (b) is depicted in Figure 3 for different values of its peak power as Table 3 . Figure 3 also shows and confirms that just by changing the input signal peak power, the desired output channel will be obtained. According to the results of Table 3 , for fixed wavelength of the input signal, both switches have the same behaviour. So we prefer to use the second one because of the easier and cheaper fabrication process.
The signal position shifts versus the wavelength for different values of the input peak power are calculated, and finally the related curves for both structures are depicted in Figure 4 .
According to Figure 4 (a), related to the first structure, the most position shift occurs at p = 17.9 W; however there is not any positions shift in Figure 4 (b), related to the second one, in that power and range ) show that by increasing the input peak power, the position shift is reduced; however the curves are almost linear. Linear curves help us extend our method to design a 1 × N switch as illustrated in Figure 5 by N trapezoidal waveguides. Now, for an optimal design of switch, the length of homogeneous Kerr medium for both symmetric and asymmetry 1 × N all optical switches should be computed. In the proposed switches, X T is a place in homogeneous Kerr medium that the signal propagates directly from the first segment toward the last output channel without any variations. The design rule for 1 × N channel switch is based on generalizing switch 1 × 5 and repetition of second segment and output channels until it reaches 1 × N switch channel. According to our simulations for mentioned switches consisting of five-channel output, X T is 24 µm, and for another switch with ten-channel output, it is around 46 µm, which means that by increasing the number of output channels by a factor of two, the width of homogeneous Kerr medium is approximately doubled. By repeating our simulations for many switches with different numbers of output channels, we can generalize the principle for N -channel output switch as follows:
x T (µm) ≈ 4N (6) where N is the number of output channel.
CONCLUSION
We propose two all optical switches controlled by both input peak power and wavelength. Each one includes a Mach-Zehnder waveguide followed by a homogenous Kerr medium, which in turn was terminated by N parallel trapezoidal waveguides. The Mach-Zehnder waveguide was symmetric for one of them and asymmetric for the other one. The numerical results showed that the signal was dropped from one of the desired output channels by changing either the wavelength of input pulse or power. They also confirmed that the proposed switches can be used for wide range of wavelength and power, which makes the device suitable for optical communication networks and optical data processing systems. We also showed that the switch can be utilized to be a 1 × N , by either reducing the widths of output channels or increasing the length of the Kerr medium as the proposed equation which is obtained by the simulation results.
